Open low-field magnetic resonance imaging in radiation therapy treatment planning.
To evaluate the possibilities of an open low-field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner in external beam radiotherapy treatment (RT) planning. A custom-made flat tabletop was constructed for the open MR, which was compatible with standard therapy positioning devices. To assess and correct image distortion in low-field MRI, a custom-made phantom was constructed and a software algorithm was developed. A total of 243 patients (43 patients with non-small-cell lung cancer, 155 patients with prostate cancer, and 45 patients with brain tumors) received low-field MR imaging in addition to computed tomographic (CT) planning imaging between January 1998 and September 2001 before the start of the irradiation. Open low-field MRI provided adequate images for RT planning in nearly 95% of the examined patients. The mean and the maximal distortions 15 cm around the isocenter were reduced from 2.5 mm to 0.9 mm and from 6.1 mm to 2.1 mm respectively. The MRI-assisted planning led to better discrimination of tumor extent in two-thirds of the patients and to an optimization in lung cancer RT planning in one-third of the patients. In prostate cancer planning, low-field MRI resulted in significant reduction (40%) of organ volume and clinical target volume (CTV) compared with CT and to a reduction of the mean percentage of rectal dose of 15%. In brain tumors, low-field MR image quality was superior compared with CT in 39/45 patients for planning purposes. The data presented here show that low-field MRI is feasible in RT treatment planning when image correction regarding system-induced distortions is performed and by selecting MR imaging protocol parameters with the emphasis on adequate images for RT planning.